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TRADITIONAL MARQUEES
 

The Traditional wooden pole marquee has a rustic, relaxed feel. The high ceilings can be transformed with
lighting, bunting, paper lanterns, or floral arrangements. Additional options include;

-festoon lighting over the top of the marquee 
-matting, carpet, boarded floor or cassette levelled flooring

-oriental canopy entrance or chillout marquee 
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CLEARSPAN MARQUEES
 

These framed structures offer endless versatility, with a wide range of customisable options to choose from;
-panoramic window walls, clear gable ends, cathedral or conservatory annexes, clear roofs and peaked roofs

-ivory pleated linings, ivory flat linings, jasmine printed linings, blue printed linings, overlays and starlight ceilings
-carpet, boarded floor or cassette levelled flooring
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LIGHTING
 

Lighting can be used to dramatic effect both inside and outside of your marquee. Our range of lighting options
include; festoon lighting (indoor and outdoor with optional 3m tall shepherds crooks), fairy lights, pendant filament

bulbs, rustic filament bulb chandeliers, LED colour change uplighters, stainless steel uplighters, chandeliers,
spotlights, dance lighting, outdoor sodium lights and floodlights. 
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FURNITURE
 

Add the finishing touch to your marquee with furniture that compliments your event style. We have a wide range
of options including;

-round dining tables, trestle tables, and rustic trestle tables
-limewash chiavari chairs, crossback chairs, ghost chairs, wooden folding chairs and rustic benches

-soft seating, garden furniture and a range of round and straight bars.
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DANCE AREA
 

Create a stunning dance area with our range of options;
-a choice of parquet, black, white or black and white chequerboard dance floors
-staging, mirror balls (in varying sizes), PA system and a range of dance lighting

-additional Clearspan Marquee options including starlight ceilings with blackout walls and reveal curtains.
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS
 

We offer a wide range of optional extras and accessories including;
-soft seating, chillout furniture and accessories
-outdoor furniture, lighting and walkway matting

-wet weather canopies, reception marquees, toilet marquees, walkway marquees
-luxury toilet units, refrigerated trailers and generators.
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SHOWS, FESTIVALS AND SPORTING EVENTS
 

We have a range of Clearspan marquees from 2m to 20m span, including 15m and 20m premium structures.  All
marquees are available with either PVC or solid walls and glass window sides, 2.3m or 3m tall legs, boarded floor,

cassette levelled flooring, or carpet flooring and a range of lighting and lining options. 
Oriental marquees are available in a range of sizes and Traditional pole marquees in a 12m span.
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CORPORATE HOSPITALITY, FILMING, AND TEMPORARY STRUCTURES
 

We have experience in creating marquees for fundraising events, military functions, balls, season hire marquees,
temporary warehousing, graduation ceremonies, bespoke film sets and much more. Our team will work with you to
bring your brand to life, using our range of marquee options, finishing touches, and customisable elements. With
colour coordinated fabric overlays, fabric swags and carpet we can tie in to your brand or styling requirements. 
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CORPORATE MARQUEE OPTIONS
 

-branded PVC gable ends incorporating company logos or event details
-solid walls and glass window walls in both 2.3m and 3m leg heights

-cassette levelled flooring with bespoke access ramps and entrance steps
-bespoke PVC, overlays and other customisable options.

 


